Abstract-The WWW is increasing at very fast rate and data or information present over web is changes very frequently. As the web is very dynamic, it becomes very difficult to get related and fresh information. In this paper we design and develop a program for web crawler which uses multiple HTTP for crawling the web. Here we use multiple threads for implementation of multiple HTTP connection. The whole downloading process can be reduced with the help of multiple threads. This paper deals with a system which is based on web crawler using .net technology. The proposed approach is implemented in VB.NET with multithread to crawl the web pages in parallel and crawled data is stored in central database (Sql Server). The duplicacy of record is checked through stored procedure which is pre complied & checks the result very fast. The proposed architecture is very fast and allows many crawlers to crawl the data in parallel.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet [1] is basically a worldwide collection of information which is logically connected by a worldwide unique address called as IP address. World Wide Web is a network of interconnected Hyperlinks on Internet which is spread over far and remote geographical places. Actually, the web size is very huge and the information present over web is very tedious to explore as and when needed.
Web crawler [2] used in Search engines to continually gathering of web pages from the web.
Web crawler is basically a software or program/script which is used for downloading the web pages connected with one or more given seed URLs, take outs any hyperlinks which is present in them and continually download the web pages recursively recognized by take outs links. The important component of search engine is crawler, which is used for gathering of web pages indexed by the various search engines. Moreover web crawlers are used in many other applications that process large numbers of web pages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follow. Sections two describe related work. Sections three describe the web crawling terminology Sections four describe the proposed work section five describes implementation details of proposed system and section six concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
The job of web crawler is not only to handle the index of receiving information which is extracted but it also handle other problems such as the allocation of web sites which is to be crawled, network usage and bringing the downloaded web pages together with previously downloaded data, duplication of information and integration of results.
Author [3] discusses different criteria and options for parallelization of crawling procedure. A web crawler is globally distributed or centrally handled. A web crawler which is designed to avoid overlap of web pages which are downloaded while taking care load of network. The authors describe the feature of a web crawler which downloads the most important web pages before others. This process is significant for parallel web crawler as all crawling process only concentrate on local data for making the web pages important. Authors also stated that distributed web crawlers are beneficial than multithreaded web crawlers because of effectiveness, scalability and throughput. If reduction of network load and distribution of network are completed then parallel web crawler can give up high quality web pages.
Mercator is a web crawler which is extensible and scalable and is currently revolved into the Altavista [4] search engine. [5] Talk about implementation concern which is recognized for parallel web crawler developing, [7] produce data which are related to produce by [4] . Their design uses one device for each modular job. To keep away from bottlenecks while improve, they had to install more devices for exact job. Hence, for appending additional crawler devices the number of devices amplified with a greater curve. The communication of network load raised drastically caused by raised coordination job among machines with same type of jobs.
Authors [8] applied a system for obtain web pages from web servers near to them with the use of globally distributed web crawlers. The system is flexible to breakdowns but it has long flexibility point and the characteristic is injurious for information. When web crawler fails, the web sites which were crawling are moved to other web crawlers for crawling the fails web site. Huge overlap of data occurs due to this result. For decide the next web crawler a serious heartbeat protocol is required. Furthermore, a web crawler closer to various servers may be overloaded where a web server may be sitting inactive at a little bit more distance.
Cho et. al. [9] , explain the significance of URL reordering in the crawl frontier. If web pages present in the crawl frontier and is connected with a variety of web pages which are to be crawled, a little amount of web pages which are connected from it makes sense to visit it before others. PageRank is employed as a heavy metric for URL ordering and built three models to evaluate web crawlers. Authors conclude that PageRank is a highquality metric and web pages with a high Page Rank or ones with various backlinks are required first.
Cho and Molina [10] , studied about building an incremental web crawler. Authors explain a periodic crawler as the crawler who visits the website until the collection has reached to desirable amount of web pages, and stops visiting web pages. Then when it is essential to refresh the repository, the web crawler constructs a fresh collection using the similar procedure described above, and then swaps the old collection with this fresh one. Alternately, an incremental web crawler crawls and updates web pages after a desired number of web pages are crawled and saved in the collection incrementally. By these incremental update, the crawler refreshes existing web pages and swaps insignificant web pages with novel and more significant web pages. The authors describe Poisson process which is used in web pages for check the rate of changes. A Poisson process is frequently applied to model a sequence of random events that occur independently with fixed rate of time. The authors explain two methods to maintain the repository. In first one, group of various copies of web pages are stored in the collection in which they were found during crawling and in the second one those copies of web pages are saved which is most recent. For this purpose one has to keeps a record of when and how regularly the web page changed. In this paper the authors conclude that an incremental web crawler can yields brand new copies of web pages more rapidly and maintain the storage area fresher than a periodic crawler.
Kausar et. al. [11] , [12] proposed a Model for Web Crawling based on Java Aglets. Web Crawling based on Mobile Agent will yield high quality pages. The crawling process will migrate to host or server to start downloading.
III. CRAWLING TERMINOLOGY
The web crawler keeps URL list which is not visited called as crawl frontier [13] . The list is initiated by start URL given by a user or some different program. The crawl frontier is used for selection of next URL which is to be crawled for each crawling steps recursively, getting the web page equivalent to particular URL, the downloaded web page is parsed to take out the URLs and information which is application specific, and lastly add the URLs to the frontier which is not visited. The crawling process finished when a specific amount of web pages or all web pages have been crawled. The WWW is observed as a huge graph with links as its edges and web pages as its nodes. A web crawler is started with a few of the web pages and then follows the links to arrive at other web pages. The procedure of retrieving a web page and take out the links present in it is similar to expanding a node in graph search [14] .
A. Frontier
The crawling method initialize with a seed URL, extracting links from it and adding them to an unvisited list of URLs, This list of URLs which is not visited is known as Crawl Frontier. The crawl frontier is basically an agenda of crawler that includes the URLs of pages that are not visited. The crawl frontier may be applied as a FIFO queue in that case breadth first crawler can used to search the web blindly. The link which is to be crawled next comes from the top of the list and the new crawled URLs are inserted into the bottom of the list.
B. Fetching
To obtain a Web page, client sends a HTTP request for a particular web page and reads the reply of web pages. There must have timeouts of particular we page or web server to insure that an unnecessary amount of time is not spent on web servers which are slow or reading web page which is large.
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C. Parsing
When a web page is obtained, then content of web pages are parsed to take out information from there and possibly direct the prospect path of the web crawler. Parsing involves the URL extraction from HTML pages or it may engage the more difficult procedure of meshing up the web page content. 
IV. PROPOSED WORK
The functioning of Web crawler [15] is beginning with a set of URLs which is called as seed URLs. They download web pages with the help of seed URLs and take out new links which are present in the downloaded pages. The retrieved web pages are stored and well indexed on the storage area so that by the help of these indexes they can later be retrieved as and when required. The URLs which is extracted from the downloaded web pages are confirmed to know whether their associated documents have already been downloaded or not. If associated document are not downloaded, the URLs are again allocated to web crawlers for further downloading. The same process is repeated till no more URLs are missing for downloading. Millions of web pages are downloaded daily by a crawler to complete the target. Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed crawling processes.
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Crawlers are used for crawling the web continuously to get up to date data for search purposes. Generally web crawler started by a list of URLs which is to be visited, this list is known as "seed urls". Since the web crawler visits these URLs, it gets the entire URLs in the visited web pages and inserted them to the list of URLs which is to be visit. These newly added hyperlinks are called crawl frontier.
We will build a parallel web crawler application. The user gives the initial URL in the provided interface. It initiates by a URL, get all the web site pages, and store each web page along with its URL to a backend database (Sql Server). To do this, our crawler application will work into two different stages. The first one is to take the web site URL, navigate to it, extract all the links present in the web page, store them in a list called crawl frontier, navigate to each link in the list and get the links present in it, and again store them to the same list (crawl frontier) till the whole web site is navigated. After creating this list of URLs, the second part of our application will start to get the HTML text of each link in the list and save it as a new record in the database. There is only one central database for storing all web pages.
Given below figure is the snapshot of the user interface of the Web Crawler application, which is designed in the VB.NET Windows Application, for crawling a website or any web application using this crawler internet connection must be required and as input use URL in a format as shown in figure. At every crawling step, the program selects the peak URL from the frontier and sends the information of web sites to a unit which will downloads the web pages from the Website. For this implementation we use multithreading for parallelization of crawling process so that we can download many web sites parallel. As we can see in the Fig. 2 . We implement three crawlers in parallel; we can add as many crawlers as we need. Max Level is the maximum level of the website to crawl. When we clink on Crawler 2 tab, given Figure 3 appears which shows second crawl working. The crawl frontier is implemented as in memory table, it initializes the in memory site URLs representation. It initiates the process for receiving all the hyperlinks in the given web site. It defines three columns ID, Href, and Status. The ID column is the primary key column for this table. The Href column is the column where the URL of the current hyperlink will be saved. The Status column is a Boolean (True or false) field shows whether the current link is visited or not. Finally a new row contains the current web site URL is added to the table. We can say this table as the crawler URLs list. The first inserted record to this table which is the row that holds the web site URL is known as the seed of the crawler. Other inserted URLs will consist of the frontier of the crawler. We use this memory structure to make advantage of the uniqueness check supported by this way. Any other duplicate row which is already stored in list can be discarded. Fig. 4 . Shows the in memory representation of URLs called frontier. This subroutine traverse the in memory table i.e. URLs table and get the URL from it then get the HTML text from it and finally saves the URL, and the Page text to the data base(Sql Server).
There is only one central data base for storing all URLs & Web Pages. The data are stored in Sql Server database.
Before putting the data into data base, data is checked for record duplication and avoid insertion in this case.
The Crawling result is stored in the form of table representing the result as row and columns the output of the Crawler is shown as a snapshot of Crawler1 URL http://www.jnujaipur.ac.in. The format above shows the crawled data for the home page of the website jnujaipur.ac.in.
VI. COMPARISON OF PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE WITH EXISTING ARCHITECTURE
The performance of proposed architecture is compared with that of existing architecture [3] . The summary of the comparison is as shown in Table 1 . 
Existing Proposed
There is no central server. It works in distributed environment.
It has central server.
It has a distributed environment so it may not be aware about others collection, hence the problem of duplicity occurs.
There is a central server which stores all data. Before insert data into database data is checked for duplicity.
Due to problem of duplicity more network bandwidth is consumed in this architecture.
Proposed approach reduces duplicity problem. So it reduces network bandwidth.
VII. CONCLUSION
We have described the design and development details of our parallel web crawling system, and also give some snapshots of GUI.
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